In this paper new method is introduced for complex numbers; this method does not include imaginary number "i" but produces the same results that occur in Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication & Division of complex numbers, also proof of Eluer Formula e iθ and De Moivre theorem without using imaginary number "i". Furthermore placing the light on the square root of a negative number, the square root of a negative number is equal to the square root of the same positive real number but with an angle of 90 degree to real line. The intention is that there's nothing mystical about imaginary number "i". The square root of minus one is just as real as any other number. Complex numbers exists without imaginary number "i". This paper is limited to the results which are already established.
Introduction
An algebra of real number is not enough to solve the equations like 2 1 0 X + =. To avoid this, concept of complex number was introduced; it is a combination of real numbers and imaginary number i, where i is equal to square root of minus one 1 − . Since then it was used to solve the equation which has no solution in real number theory and also established its use in different disciplines like electronics, quantum theory etc. But since 1 − has no exact value & meaning, it is a fact that an injudicious use of this symbol often leads to mutually contradictory and absurd conclusions ( [1] , p. 1).
It is also observed that in graphical representation of complex number the point i shown on Y axis has exactly the same altitude or length as number 1 or −1 of X axis has from origin. This implies that value of Every CNWOI is interlinked with its members i.e. the real numbers a & b, the angle θ and the length R from origin (i.e. radius or modulus).
Let a ib + be any complex number then its equal CNWOI is 
s say this number is R 1 , similarly putting angle of 2 θ in second number will gate a number which is equal to 2 2 c d + let's say this number R 2 then multiplication of this number is equal to Using product rule of CNWOI for terms with power greater than one and taking R is equal to absolute value of "a" we get 
And using addition rule of CNWOI ( ) ( ) Using product rule of CNWOI for terms with power greater than one and talking R is equal to absolute value of "a" we get 
Using product rule of CNWOI for terms with power greater than one and talking R is equal to absolute value of "b" we get October 2014 | Volume 1 | e856 
  Using product rule of CNWOI for terms with power greater than one and talking R is equal to absolute value of "b" we get 
where ( )
are the numbers came out after multiplying same CNWOI "n" times and
Since we were multiplying same CNWOI "n" times 
De Moivre Theorem (for Finding Root of Complex Number)
For finding root of complex number take compliment of De Moivre theorem (for finding power of CNWOI).
If n is a positive integer, then n th root for any CNWOI ( ) ( ) 
Putting second root in quadratic equation we get ( ) These rules build a limitation when we come across a situation where we need square root of negative number. There is no negative number multiplied by itself will give a negative number.
Complex number is an answer to this limitation. Complex number is nothing but an interaction of two mutually opposite number systems, particularly in multiplication rules. Their individual and combine behavior under multiplication operation are given below. 
Final Reflection
As said earlier in graphical representation of complex number, the length of i shown on vertical axis is equal to 1; it is a contradiction since value of imaginary number i is not known. Also division process is not smooth, for dividing one complex number with other needs to multiply it by conjugate of divisor. But in CNWOI theory it looks smooth and exactly opposite to the process of multiplication. If addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, power and root can be found/calculated without imaginary number "i", presented in this paper, so there is nothing mystical or imaginary about imaginary number "i". Complex numbers exist without imaginary number "i".
